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COMPANY NAME:

BRANCH:

COMPANY ADRESS:

TRAINING PLACE:

NIOTECH INFORMATIKAI KFT.  

SYSTEM INTEGRATOR

BUDAPEST, HUNGARY 

BUDAPEST, HUNGARY 

VIX AUTOMATION TRAININGS
OUR CLIENTS KNOW THAT WE ARE EXPERTS

Each new project is a new challenge. To meet all the 
challenges, it is necessary to have knowledge. Even 
better, when this knowledge can be perfectly matched 
to the reality of your work. That's why we decided to 
have a dedicated training prepared by VIX Automation.

NIOTECH IS A SYSTEM INTEGRATOR COMPANY WHICH HAS AN EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN 

IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATION OF INDUSTRIAL IT SYSTEMS. THEY ARE COMMITTED TO 
USE INDUSTRIAL IT TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS RFID TO HELP SIMPLIFY PRODUCTION 
PROCESSES. THE COMPANY IS CONSTANTLY DEVELOPING THEIR EXISTING KNOWLEDGE AND 
THEY ARE INTEGRATING IT INTO INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS WHICH CAN HELP THEIR 
CUSTOMERS TO IMPROVE THEIR MANUFACTURING PROCESSES.

VIX Automation provided us with an 
effective, "ready to use" knowledge about 
GE Digital systems. During the personalised 
training in English we understood how the 
systems work.

- Peter Odor, Niotech

SZKOLENIA
VIX AUTOMATION
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  After a training in GE Digital products, you can take 
advantage of the additional offer - entertainment            
and integration! Write to us! We will help you choose the 
best team-building attractions.GE Digital software trainings are carried out by experienced 

automation engineers, who know this software from                        
the practical side, and who work with it every day. Everyone has 
a Certified Support Provider certificate.

Materials that were created  by the engineering team 
of VIX Automation together with the teaching staff of 
technical universities. The training manuals cover not 
only theory, but also practical exercises thanks to which it 
is possible to check and consolidate acquired knowledge. 
In addition, in this case, the materials were prepared         
to include only the issues selected by the client.

WHAT MAKES VIX AUTOMATION
TRAININGS SPECIAL?

The training was divided into two parts and aimed at developing 
practical skills using a lot of real life examples. Thanks to that, it was 
much easier to understand the training materials. The trainers 
perfectly combined their scientific and technical knowledge with their 
real life (business) experience. In my opinion this is how all trainings 
should look like - supported by practical workshops. The prepared 
range of topics used up the time dedicated for the training. 
Well-prepared training materials! The perfectly prepared workshops 
focused on real life environment implementations, examples.

- Peter Odor, Niotech

SZKOLENIA
VIX AUTOMATION

KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

OWN MATERIALS IN ENGLISH

VIX AUTOMATION TRAININGS
OUR CLIENTS KNOW THAT WE ARE EXPERTS

i
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VIX Automation company is a real
professional training center, I recommend 
them. 

                                                                           - Peter Odor, Niotech

KEY BENEFITS:
The training has been fully personalized for the needs of 
Niotech. Based on open trainings, there was a unique pro-
gram prepared, tailored to the knowledge and require-
ments of the participants.

LANGUAGE
The training was conducted entirely in English.

LOCATION
At the request of Niotech, the training was carried out       

at the company's headquarters in Hungary.

PERSONALIZATION

SZKOLENIA
VIX AUTOMATION

VIX AUTOMATION TRAININGS
OUR CLIENTS KNOW THAT WE ARE EXPERTS

- Deepening knowledge and the possibility to use it in practice
- A higher level of personalization of the offered solutions
- Increased awareness of the sold and implemented software
- Customer activities were performed with greater awareness
  of the product
- No logistic costs for the client - training organized at their office
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VIX AUTOMATION
is an authorized distributor of GE Digital's industrial software.
The offer of the company established in 2005 includes GE industrial software (including 
HMI / SCADA iFIX, Web HMI, Historian, Workflow, MES class solutions). VIX Automation 
offers also professional training in the use and programming of the offered software. 

Persuade your clients by your knowledge!

TRAINING SUBJECT:

VIX AUTOMATION SP. Z O.O.
ul. Siemianowicka 5A
40-301 Katowice, POLAND
NIP PL: 954 253 18 85

SEE OTHER CASE STUDIES! 

+48 32 782 71 90
+48 32 358 20 20
vix@vix.com.pl

Dystrybutor
Digital

I Part: iFIX Basic and iFIX Advanced 
II Part: GE Historian, GE Plant Applications, VBA, SDK for GE Historian 

www.vix.com.pl/reference/


